
Organizational Partnerships
Customized strategies to unleash the hidden potential within teams

1:1 and Group
Coaching

Strategy
Enhancement

Our strengths-based approach
can be integrated into your

organization's strategic
planning, giving you a

competitive edge by aligning
your strategy with the innate

talents of your workforce.

People Process 
Integration

Recruitment
Onboarding
Performance Evaluations
Responsibility Distribution
Retention
Employee Wellbeing

Strengths-Based 
Team Workshops

New hires
Career Transition
Leadership & C-Suite
Small Group & Team
Project-based
Metrics-Driven
Performance-based
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Fully customizable. highly interactive
workshops increase participant self-

awareness & confidence, foster a
stronger understanding of peers,

inform strategies to work effectively
solo and together, and provide

tangible tools to continue building
beyond the workshop 

All include the Gallup CliftonStrengths Asssessment



Lindsay Pitstick, M.Ed., is the owner of Moxie by Nature and partner coach with ProAdvisor
Coach to serve clients in both 1on1 engagements and business partnerships. She is a Tennessee
native (GBO!) with a loyalty to the Bluegrass state, currently blooming in Southwest Ohio with

her husband and 3 kiddos. Leading with her strengths, she brings more than a decade of
experience with the Gallup CliftonStrengths assessment and its influence in corporate, post-

secondary and personal applications, adding both structure and vulnerability to the client
relationship. Lindsay has degrees from Western Kentucky University (Broadcast Journalism) and

the University of Louisville (Higher Education), as well as designations as a Gallup Certified
CliftonStrengths Coach, NACE Certified Career Coach and MindScan Assessment facilitator.

Lindsay maximizes her professional experience in corporate recruiting, financial services,
staffing, and higher education to connect talent to purpose by challenging clients to own what’s

RIGHT with them. 

Whether your current position is proactive or reactive,
everyone’s needs are unique - we would love to hear yours!

Request a Curiosity Call

“Loved your teaching style - including
everyone in the room, remembering

comments folks had made and
incorporating them into the ‘lesson’,

having activities that encourage
movement and meeting others!”

“It was apparent the team
was very engaged in the

conversation throughout the
session. Very well done!”

“Lindsay is incredibly intuitive, a
wonderful listener, and highly

pragmatic. She sees the best in
you and helps you build a plan

for how to weave your
strengths into your career.”

“Lindsay very effectively
translated the assessment

results into practical
approaches for leveraging

my strengths in ways to
help me be a better

leader.”
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